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An analytical model is developed for the dynamics of a tilting proprotor
q aircraft engine and drive train, including a rotor speed governor and inter-
connect shaft. The dynamic stability of a proprotor and cantilever vlng is
calculated, including the engine/transmlsslon/governor model. It is con-
cluded that the rotor behaves much as if vlndmilllng as far as Its dynamic
behavior is concerned, with some influence of the turboshaft engine inertia
and damping. The interconnect shaft has a significant influence on the
antisyumetric dynamics of proprotor aircraft. This report also extends
the proprotor aerodynamics model to include reverse flow, and develops a
refinement on the method used to calculate the kinematic pitch/bending
coupling of the blade.
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;_ NOMENCLATURE
, a Blade section two-dimensional lift-curve slope
Cp Pylon damping coefficient
, CQ Rotor torque coefficient,Q/5_r._SL_A2
Ib Characteristicmoment of inertia of blade
IE Engine inertia
Ip Pylon roll inertia
kI Covernor integral feedback gain
kp Governor proportional feedback gain
KE Engine shaft cpring constant
KI Interconnect shaft spring constant
KM Rotor shaft spring constant
Kp Pylon roll spring constant
N Number of blades
p Wing torsion degree of freedom
ql 'gingvertical bending degree of freedom
' q2 Wing chordwiee bending degree of freedom
Q Rotor torque acting on hub
Engine torque
QEI Engine shaft torque
Interconnect shaft torque
QT Transmission case reaction torque
Qo Torque transmitted to wing tip
Ql_t Engine daapLng coefficient
rB Englne gear ratio
r I Interconnect shaft gear ratio
.q ,qotor radius
V Air speed
• e.'lb l_lon roll de_'ee of freedom
mql St_ft axes roll angle at hub
mqt* Shaft axes roll ankle at wink tip
Rotor Lock number
1975019978-003
_P Pylon angle of attack (0. for cruise mode)
Damping ratio, fraction of critical damping
• _u_- Collective pitch control
, _) Air density
g" Rotor solidity ratio
Rotor azimuth, trim value
A_ Transmission azimuth, perturbation value
_}b Transmission azimuth, trim value
_t Engine azimuth, trim value
_ Engine azimuth, perturbatlon degree of freedom
AM4 P_tor azimuth, perturbation degree of freedom
Rotor rotatlo_l speed
@
( ) time derivative
. ( )* noraallzed quantity (divided by Nlb, as well as made dimenslonless
using _, .CA, and R)
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q_E T._FLUENCE OF ENGINE/TRANSMISSION/GOVERNO_ (N
_. , TILTI_,G PRCP%%CR AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS
" Wayne Johnson*
Ames Research Center and
U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
Moffett Field, California
SUMMARY
An analytical model is developed for the dynamics of a tilting proprotor
aircraft engine and drive train, including a rotor speed governor and
interconnect shaft. The dynamic stability of a proprotor and cantilever
wing is calculated, including the englne/transmlsslon/governor model. It
is concluded that the rotor behaves much as if windmilllng as far as its
dynamic behavior is concerned, with some influence of the turboshaft engine
inertia and damping. The interconnect shaft has a significant influence
on the antlsymmetrlc dynamics of proprotor aircraft. This report also
extends the proprotor aerodynamics model to include reverse flow, and
develops a refinement on the method used to calculated the kinematic !
pltch/bendlng coupling of the blade.
INTRODUCTION
The rotor rotational _peed perturbation (_!) has an important role
in the dynamics of tilting I_oprotor aircraft, as shown in references
1 and 2. In these earlier investigations, the author considered only the
two limiting cases of a windmilling rotor and constant rotor speed.
However, because of the great impact of the rotor speed degree of freedom
on the dynamics, a bettor model for this notion must be dovelopad before
o proceeding to more advanced studia8. This report develops an analytical
model for the rotor speed dynamics, including the turboshsft ongine inertia
, and damping, drive train floxibility, and pylon roll motion. A rotor speed
governor is also included l and the inter_nnoct shaft betweo._ the rotors, which
has an tmportant effe_t on anttsyunetri¢ dynamics of the vehiolo.
*Research Scient_t, largo Scale Aorodyrmnic8 BzsLnch, _qA-Amu Research Center
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This report is an extension of reference 3, which develops an
analytical model for tilting proprotor aircraft dynamics, _n addition
t
to the engine/transmission/governoranalysis, the proprotor aerodynamic
model is extended to include reverse flowt and a method is developed
for calculating the kinematic pitch/bending coupling of the rotor blades.
The notation of this work follows that of reference 3.
ENGINE/TRANSMISSIONM(_DEL
i In references I and 2, the windmllling rotor and constant rotor
speed cases were considered. For wln&milling or autorotative operation,
the rotor is free to turn on the shaft. No torque moments are transmitted
from the rotor to the shaft, and no shaft roll motion is transmitted to
the rotor. The equation of motion for the rotor speed perturbation ( _ )
is Just Q = O, or C_a = O. There is no spring term, so the system is
first order in _ . The rotor azimuth perturbation _ is defined with
respect to the shaft axes, which have roll angle _i | thus the rotor speed
perturbation with respect to space is _  _K•
_or the constant rotor speed case, the _ degree of freedom and
equation of motion are dropped from the system (i.e. the appropriate row
and column eliminated from the coefficient matrices). The solution for
the rotor speed perturbation is Just Ap_ . O, so the rotation speed with
respect to the shaft axes is constant at the value __ .
We consider here a more pnsral case, including the turboshaft
engine inertia and damping, the drive train flexibility, pylon roll motion,
and the interconnect shaft. The degrees of freedom in this model ms
rotor rotational speed perturbation (_ , with rNpeot to the pylon), engine
speed perturbatl.n (& , with respect to the rotor speed), and pylon roll
motion _, with respect to the wi_ tip). Fl6ure 1 illtmtratee the model
considered, ehowlng the rotor, rotor shaft, %t_Malsslon, engine, pylon, aM
, interconnect shaft! the pylon ia attached to the wins tip. TlltlnS proprotor
airomft have an ln_nnset shaft running through the wing between
-2-
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rotors, so that in the event of an engine failure the remaining engine can
drive both rotors. Note that in the model we consider, the Interconnect-
_haft bevel gear reacts directly on the wing tip, rather than on the pylon:
this distinction is not relevant unless the pylon roll degree of freedom is
• included. In figure I, KM. KE, and KI are the shaft torsional stiffnesses:
}_pis the pylon roll stiffness at the wing tip. (The interconnect-shaft
stiffness KI is for the entire shaft, i.e. a single spring between the two
transmissions. The interccnnect-shaftbevel gear ratio is accounte_ for
in the 4efinition of KI.) The transmission gear ratios are rE am5 rI.
The engine and pylon axial moments of inertia are IE and Ip.
Figure 2 defines the motion throughout this model. The trim
rotation angles are the rotor azimuth _=_Lt, the transmission rotation
_b , and the engine rotation _a ( _b =_'_t and _P£ = rE4_4t except
for shaft wind-up in the springs KM and KE). The perturbation rotatlo_
are, rotor azimuth _, , transmission _A (with respect to the rotor).
engine A_L (with respect to the rotor), and the pylon roll an_le c_ (with
• respect to the wing tip). The angles rather than rotational speeds are used
as variables since this model does introduce springs on the rotations
(due to the governor and interconnect shaft). The shaft axes roll angle
o_t. is _ue to the support degrees of freedom (see reference 3), and l_
transmitted through the englne/transmlssionmodel to the rotor. We retain
the definition of _s as the perturbation of rotor azimuth with respect
to the pylon, thus th_ shaft axes roll angle at the hub is now _tJ "_0+_"
f
Figure 3 shows the torques acting throughout the syst4m. Q 5.8 the
rotor torque on the hub, which is t:ansaitted through the engine/transnission ',
nodel to the rotor support. The transalited torque _s Qo' Note t_t the
interconnect shaft only produces a torque for the antisymetric -,otions of
t_, aircraft. For sya_etric notions, the two rotozu produce a rotation
of the en_s of the interoonnect shaft in the me direction and nagnitude,
8o _ = 0. We shall include the intereonnsct shaft _n the derivations
then. but for 8yumetrio notions set KI - 0.
-3-
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The model we are developing only influencem the transmission of
the rotor torque and shaft axes roll antics (Q and _i ) between the rotor
: hub and the rotor support (wing tip). The other hub forces and moments are
not involved in this analysis. Thus the r',lychange to the analysis
of reference 3 is the addition of equations of motion for the degrees of
freedom A_$ , _t , and c_p . Specifically, we retain the concept of the
interface between the rotor and support systems occuring at the rotor hub,
since translation of the engine/transmissionmodel along the z axis
(the shaft) is irrelevant.
Balance of the perturbation torques throught the model gives the
following relationsz
rotor shaft, Q -- _ _a
transmission, Q+ QE,r' I  _=r==,o
interconnect shaft, 0._ =c _ _._ (--c_.--_p +rx(_V_ 8e_ine shaft, _,,'= kE (rE _V, (-K_:_ 0 f°r "_metrtc m°ti°n)
Qt,
N
a,_ AVd , we have
Nov e1_alaatlag _!
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t> I 0 i
and
"Zr_. k.= (ol.t.  oil,_k,., c'F. 61_I, -I- - "....
Thus the equations of motion ares
_$ iluatlon i
%s _i qli
k.p, ?.._ It.::
ell iqustlon,
m is
" shift motion triniilttlds oi I iz _li_ -i _q_
• _ = @  C.Ir..i4.=c") (_ -I._l.)
.. Zl I li_li+ qrl_,ll'_t0z,l_e trunlttsd,
....... 1975019978-009
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We shall assume that the engine and pylon inertia are included in the
= Q. We _hall alsoinertia of the rotor support. Then we may use simply Qo
add pylon roll structural damping, C_- C_NIb_'J. to the _ equation
,_ 12,,o critical damping t._ typical)
Following reference 3, the equations are noA-malized by dlvldtng by
NIb (N = number of blades, Ib = charact.eristic moment of inertia of the
blade)! and the variables are also made dimensionless using _ , _ , and !
R (the air _enstty, rotor rotational speed, and rotor radius). Thus the
equations of motion for the engine and tx_nsmission model ares "
APj e_t_tions
- .
_ equation
c_ equu_Aon,
-6-
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shaft motion transmlttedl _ _ clq_o + c_
torque transmittedi Q o ==
where
,i
v,,,,,== V,,_ 4¸   +
The turbosl_t't en4t_e damping is approximately relate_
to the engine o_rattng condS.tion by
Th_ aPl_OX_matton is b_ld on dinenlioml anal.w_ eng_ine tl'm_, and
turboe_t en_lno _ata (references _ and 6). In coefficient form thens
whm_ _ is the _ rotor torque or power ¢_lfficiut. _ m_nl
dam]pins 5_ typlollly roll eom]pmmdto the i_oPrOtOr urodysmmlc
• ota_loaal daapial in cruix flt4ht. The m_m lmrtia 18 _n_all_
more l_l_X_ant.!
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For the win_millin_ case, we s_ply set IE - QfL" O, asl drop
the _ and e_p degreez of freedom from the system. For the constant rotor
speed caze, all three degrees of freedom _L , _, and c_ an_
their equations are dropped. This moael also may treat the engine out
ca_e, for which there is no engine damping, by settin_ QAr_- O.
2_e complete model develo_i here includes the rotor speed, _._jine
speed, an_ pylon roll degrees of freedom (_s , _ ,_ ). We shall find
however that _ and e_ are not very Important to the dynamics. For
antisyaaetric motion of the aircraft, the interconnect shaft is included|
for synaetric motions, KI - O. A rotor speed governor is also included, foA-
sy_etric motions only (a_ discussed in the next section). Note that the
M_j equation is flrzt order (no sprlr_ term) except for the antlsyluaetrlc
case (which introduces the Interconnect-shaftsprlng), or when the governor
is included (which gives a weak spring on the rotor speed for synaetric
motions also).
WO_R SPIED C_VE_R
We consider a rotor speed governor using Inte_x_Llplus 1_ro_ox_tlonal
feed_ck o£ the rotor speed error ( P. ) to rotor collective,
The _oportlonal _aln Kp is for helicopter mx_e ope_atlon, to Increase
the rotor rotatloml daaplng in low _nflow! it is _=:o_ed vlth nacelle
tilt aMl_ _9 so t_t K - 0 in proprotor crulse mode ( _ - 0).
P
Aeeune Umt the sensor aeuu_es the imnmtial angular velocity at
the center of the interconnect shsft in the fuselage! then, untM the equ*ttona
of motl.on, the rotor speed _ l,s
" 44 • _.'Me *
rz _'Z
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For typical transmission gear ratios, the last teras in F_ are only a
few percent of _ . Thus we assuae for now that the _vernor measures
the rotor speed perturbation directly, _ " _s , so
This i8 the governor model for use with the rotor and cantilever wing
analssis of reference 3. With a complete aircraft model the exact expression
for 7. could be used, but in general 1:- _ is close.
Since the rotor speed error is measured at the center of the inter-
connecz shaft, the governor acts only for sy_etrie motlons of the aircraft,
Note that the _ove_nor integral feedback ad_8 a e'--in_ to the _ equation,
although we will find that it i8 very weak.
An elementary analysis of the governor and rotor spee_ _ynamlcs
is possible, followin_ reference 2. The uncoupled equation for Lp$ is
where Q_ and q_ are the aerodynaaic torques on the rotor. The elgenvalue
of the rotor speed node. with no governor. Is thee
(_, _. _. i,_A_.,_e .t _/_=_us, _ _,- _,I_., e.. _-._,_,,_._).
The _overaor equation for cruise node Is 0,- KX_ . so
Tlwa slne_ _I i_ _11 (of the _d_r .02), the r_ am
T_ am _ _d al_eozi_ti_ to _ _er_r and rotor speed re_.l
sad doemesu sli_h_ _ nqnitude of _hs ro_o_ speed mot.
-9-
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REVERSE FLOW
Before examining the influence of the engine/transmission/governor
on the proprotor dynamics, two extensions to the analysis of reference 3
will be develoned. The first extension is the incorporation of reverse
flow in the aerodym_mic model, which requires only Rome modifications to
the pitch moments on the blade. By considering high inflow, the effects
of reverse flow (m_inly a matter of some sign c_:Anges in the reverse flow
region) havq automattically been included in the lift and drag forces. For
example, the blade normal fo_'cein reference 3 is
where U = ___ and _: - _- tan-iu_uT._ For low inflow these
reduce to
since U_ %_ and _)- u_u T. The absolute value on uT is the
reverse flow influence, included automatically by the use of U = _+_ .
.'_neaerodynamic pitch moment expressions of reference 3 require some revision
however.
Includlng reverse flow effects, the aerodynaaic pitch moment about
the elastic axis is now 1
- -_Am --"Lz--_+ "--  -'-
wherexA is the distance the aerodyraaic center is bek M the elastic axis,
cm is the moment coefficient a_out the aerodynaalc center, and _ is
thSCunsteady'" moment! and
_tA normal flow" * no.
The unsteady aerodynaaic moMnt is,
-10-
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where w is the upwash velocity normal to the blade surface (w = uTsin_- UpCOS@ ),
i B = _w/_x (mainly the pitch rate _), and V = UTCOS_ + UpSin_ . For
stalled flow, the unsteady moment is set to zero, MUS = O.
Thus the only change to reference 3 is in the aerodynamic coefficients
of the pitch/torsion equations of motion (pp. 8_-90 of reference 3).
The AC-EA offset xA in the derivatives MaT, Map, and Ma_ is replaced
by the effective offset XAe! and there are additional sign changes in
! the unsteady aerodynamic moments. Including reverse flow, the aerodynamic
i coefficientsare now:
t
•__,, ............,,l ..... ''i_' ¸ _ :- ........................ ..............° .... " .......
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PITCH/BENDING COUPLING
The second extension of reference 3 we consider is a method for
" calculating the kinematic pitch/bending coupling KPi. The _efinition of
KPi is the rigid pitch motion due to a unit deflection of the i-th bending
mode : _1_
(For an articulated rotor, the first "bending" modes are rigid is_ and
flap motion about the hinges.) It is possible to simply input the kinematic
coupling parameters to the stability calculations, if values are available
from either measurements or some other analysis. It is also desirable
; however to be able to calculate the coupling from a model of the blade
L
root geometry.
I Figure 4 is a schematic of the blade root and control system geometry
we consider, showing the position of the pitch bearing, pitch horn, and
pitch link for no bending deflection of the blade. The radial locations
of the pitch bearing and pitch link are rFA and rpH! the lengths of the
pitch horn and pitch llnk are Xp}!and XpL. The orientation of the pitch
and pitch link are given by the angles _PH + _.75 and --_PL"horn
Control input produces a vertical motion of the bottom of the pitch llnk,
and hence a feathering motion of the blade about the pitch axis.
Bending motion of the blade, with either bending flexibility or
an actuRl hinge inboard of the pitch bearing, produces an inplane or
out-of-plane deflection of the pitch bearing. With the bottom of the pitch
link fixed in space, a pitch change in the blade results. The vertical
and Inplans dlsplacemen.'s of the pitch horn (the end at rpH) due to bending
of the blade in the i-th mode aze,
.._ .,,,%.
t
The kine_._tlc pitch/bendlng coupling Is derived from the geometric comtraint
m
m
- .t3.
m
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that the lengths of the pitch horn and pitch link are flxed. The result is.
/
Similarly, for a gimballed rotor the pitch/glmbal coupling isi
=" <.-@,,+ + - "<.-<,o,+
i INFLUENCE OF ENGINE/TRANSMISS!ON/C_V_NOR DYNA_!ICS
Finally, we shall examine the influence of the engine, transmission,
and governor on the proprotor dynamic behavior. The case considered is
a 6imballed rotor operating In high inflow axial flight on a cantilever
i wing; this is one of the cases treated in reference I. The degrees of
freedom used arel gimbal pitch and yawl two bending modes and the rigid
p4 _cnmode per blaxle!rotor speed perturbation! and wing vertical bending,
chordwise bending, and torsion. _or the standard case here, the _ and _
degrees of freedom, the governor, and the interconnect shaft are not included.
For the dynamic behavior we consider the elgenvalues of the englne/transmlsslon
model, given In Table I, and the damping ratios of the three wing modes,
given in figures 5 through 8. Table I also presents the z_s 6_st response
of %,,erotor and wing de@Tees of freedom, due to random excltatlon by all
.hree gust components. The gust response is nondlmensio_l, and norm_llzed
by the gust rms magnltudel only the relative values among the various
cases are of concern here. A n_mber of cases are considered, dmaonstratlng
the Im_ct of v_rious Iodel eleaen_ on the systen _Vns_Ic chaz_ctszlstlcs, l
While the discussion n_y oentsr on the f_,ure8 (i.e. on the ._ng node 8tabilit_y),
_ho conolumsions are based on coml_OnS of the ,'oot;8 &nd 6,u8% response as well.
1975019978-018
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For our examples we consider the 7.42 m diameter gimballed rotor
described in reference i. This rotor is designed for 29000 N. hover thrust
at a rotor speed of 48 rad/sec, powered by a Lycoming LTCIK-4K engine
(modified T53-L-13B). The numbers used for the engine and trarmmission ares
_-_ .2_-7
+
'_Cip._ = ._._II
|
+
V-_ -- .oo'_o'Y
r.= .,," I_-'=I
and for the governor
These are based on Ib 142 kg-m2= , _'_= 48 rad/sec, and N = 3 blades.
The parameters for the rest of the analytical model are given in
reference I•
Pi_e 5 shows the variation with forward spee_ of the damping ratios
of the three wing modess wing vertical bending (ql), chordwlee bendln_ (q2),
and torsion (p). Comparing the came8 with and without the rotor 8pe_
governor, virtually no influence of the governor on the proprotor dy_ains
Is observed. The governor adds a small nsgative real root to the system.
The long time constant of this root ( T. "_ 25 "_ _ revolutioM) im reepomtbl@
for the sm_ll effect of the governor. A _ter influence im pommible at
low inflow (helicopter mode), whare the aerody_io dupi_ of the rotor
rotationsl spud is mallet.
Pier, 6 shows the influence of the _ and o_ d,_r,_ of
on the m_tem. The en_ns dynmies eue _ _k_ +_ _ of fr_doa.
2ncludi_ the en_ne _rt_ and damply. The e_ and tx_n_d_on
1975019978-019
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dynamics case adds the _P_ and c_ degrees of freedom. Little influence
of the engine speed perturbation and pylon roll motion on the dynamics
is found, except for some coupling of these degrees of freedom with the
collective rotor modes (coning and collective lag). The small role of these
degrees of freedom is due to the fact they are defined not relative to space,
but relative to the important motions of the systems _P_. is the
perturbation with respect to _$ , due to engine and rotor shaft flexibility:
and c_ is roll of the pylon with respect to the wing tip, which is a high
frequency mode. Figure 6 also shows the eingins out case, for which the
engine damping is dreopped. There _ little influence of the engine
damping on the system dynamics.
Figure 7 compares the present model of the rotor speed dy_emlcs with
the earlier models: the wlndmilling case, for which the engine inertia
and damping are dropped! and the constant rotor speed case, for which the
_$ degree of freedom is dropped entirely. The dynamics of a proprotor
with a turboshaft engine are very close to the case of a windmilllng rotor.
There is a small influence of the engine inertia and damping on the rotor
collective modes and on the _ mode, but in general the differences are
not significant. On the other hand, the constant rotor speed case is not
a good model for a proprotor with a turboshaft engine. As discussed in
reference i, the rotor speed perturbation has an important role in the
proprotor dynamics.
Figure 8 compares the dynamlcs for the symmetric and antlsy_metric
motions of the system. In the latter case, the interconnect shaft introduces
a strong spring on the rotor speed perturbation; the _A root becoaes an
oscillatory root with a frequency above .5/rev. The interconnect shaft has
a substantial impact on the stability and gust response of the wing nodes.
The wing vertical bending mode (ql) is stabil_sed, and the chordw_se bending
mode (q2) destabilized. A similar influence is ol_erved on the dynmalos of
the complete vehlole (see for exaaple, reference _), where typleslly the
• dyrJaic stability boundary is deteaiMd by an ant_ymmetrlc win_-ehord
1975019978-020
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type mode. This effect of the interconnect shaft is _ue to the spring on the
rotor speed, which changes the phasing of 1_5 relative to the wing motion.
! In the ql mode, _$ is in-phase with ql for the symmetric case, but
! lags ql by about 90° for the antisymmetrlc case. In the q2 mode, _$ lags
q2 by about 60° for the symmetric case, and is 180° out-of-phase with q2
i for the antisymmetric case. There is little influence of the interconnect
L
shaft on the rotor modes in general. The gust response of _$ is actually
somewhat lower for the antlsymmetric case. However, for the antisymmetric
case the _$ motion produces drive-train loads, which may be significant;
! indeed typically the design limit drlve-train loa_s are due to antisymaetrlc
longitudinal gusts.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, there is some influence of the engine inertia and damping
on the proprotor dynamics, little influence of the governor, an_ little
influence of the engine speed or pylon roll degrees of freedom. The
dy_mic be_vior of a proprotor with a turboshaft engine is very close to
the case of a windmilling rotor. The interconnect shaft has a large and
important effect on the dynamics for antimymaetric aotion of the proprotor.
On the basis of the _resent results and those of reference"I, we
conclude that the rotor model required for an analysis of proprotor dynaalcs
consists of the following degrees of freedoa, the firat two bending aodes
and the rigid pitch aode per blade! glabal pitch and roll for the glaballed
rotor! and the rotor speed degree of freedon including the engine inertia
and daaplng effects. This is a nine degree-of-freedomaodel! in soae cases it
m_V be reduced to six degrees of freedon by using the qmmistatic-torelon
approxiaation, as discusse_ in reference 1. The rotor speed governor can
be included for conpletene_s! it does not add an_ de_ee8 of freedon to
the s_del.
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